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What is oracy and why is it important?

‘The ability to express oneself in and understand spoken language. ‘ 
Collins English dictionary definition.

The DASP Literacy Statement states that “...reading, writing and oracy play a core part in the 
curriculum and DASP strives to embed these skills in every aspect of education. We want 
pupils to love reading, enjoy writing and be confident communicators.” 

This ties in with the 2014 National curriculum which emphasises “the importance of spoken 
language in pupils’ development across the whole curriculum- cognitively, socially and 
linguistically.” 



How do we help at Manor Park?

“Writers love words. If children do not love words, then why should 

they spend time loitering over reading and writing? A good teacher 

brings words alive. In some ways, teachers are the guardians of our 

language – the well-turned phrase, the beautifully constructed 

argument, the story that will stay in the mind for ever. “

Pie Corbett 2008.



Our English Vision
At Manor Park CE First School we are driven to engage and develop children as authors and as readers. We use a varied 
curriculum to allow children access to high quality texts and real life writing opportunities. Our school Vision Statement, 
‘Inspiring all to learn and grow’ is what drives our English curriculum and helps us to allow it to flourish in other subjects 
and in real life situations. We are preparing children to be the authors, public speakers and readers of the future. We are 
teaching them the skills needed to be a lifelong learner with potential to be whatever they want to be.

“Writers love words. If children do not love words, then why should they spend time loitering over reading and writing? A 
good teacher brings words alive. In some ways, teachers are the guardians of our language – the well-turned phrase, 
the beautifully constructed argument, the story that will stay in the mind for ever. “
Pie Corbett 2008.

As a school, Manor Park CE First School use the Pie Corbett Transforming Reading and Writing approach. Children are 
immersed in high quality texts and then spend time imitating, innovating and inventing their own writing. We also use the 
Reading Spine books recommended by Pie Corbett to embed the adventurous vocabulary in the minds of our children.  
Alongside this we are actively linking with the Chris Quigley Essential Characteristics of learning, to ensure English skills 
are intricately woven into our broader curriculum.   One key element is that a  ‘love of writing and an appreciation of its 
educational, cultural and entertainment values’ is nurtured. In our reading we ensure we are building the ‘motivation to 
read for both study and for pleasure’ by allowing children to experience texts rich in language and ideas, author visits, 
theatre visits and school events such as, ‘Pick up a book at a picnic’ and ‘Stop... Drop and Read’. 

Through a variety of games, activities and direct teaching, children at Manor Park are engaged in spoken language and 
the importance of being a confident communicator. Opportunities for peer communication, cross phase performances 
and wider community opportunities are regularly taken by children in our school.

“...reading, writing and oracy play a core part in the curriculum and DASP strives to embed these skills in every aspect 
of education. We want pupils to love reading, enjoy writing and be confident communicators.”

DASP Oracy toolkit 2019



In class it looks like...



In class it looks like...



Transforming Reading and Writing

● Promoting talk
● Language and Vocabulary acquisition through Daily Reading Time and 

Shared Writing
● Cross Curricular Links 
● Transforming Writing Project with Pie Corbett
● Film clip….https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8-aToC3brc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8-aToC3brc


Year 3/4  Shared writing examples….





At home you can help by...

Memory games - Kim’s game

Articulate

Who am I? / Heads up / head bands

What’s been taken from the tray?

Word association

Word tennis



Any questions?



Thank you for coming and 
please fill out a workshop 

feedback sheet.


